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 4 Days Explore wonders in our floating 
amazon hotel 

The boat 
Leave the everyday world behind and become immersed in the mystery of the Amazon jungle. Lush green 
forests flank the broad waters, and the dense rainforest teems with wildlife. Monkeys swing through the 
branches while colorful parrots and macaws flash through the trees as the Grand Hotel Amazon cruises by. 
This unique, all-inclusive Amazon river cruise is perfect for adults and children 8 years and older, offering 
days of leisure activities, live entertainment, and excursions. Well-appointed cabins provide the ultimate in 
comfort and luxury. The gourmet cuisine offers flavors that will appeal to the most particular palates. The 

Grand Hotel Amazon river cruise is an unforgettable vacation. 
  
Day 1  
Boarding time is at 15:00. Departure Rio Solimoes navigation. Sunset on the terrace with background music 
and registration at the reception until 20:00 for the next day’s tours. Welcome cocktail offered by the Captain 
presenting the crew, the equipment onboard and the safety procedures at Salão Lua. Dinner at restaurant. 
Day 2 
Breakfast at terrace or restaurant. Morning Tour – Motorboat rides and visit to a Caboclo’s home in the region 
of Lago Janauacá to know their way of life, customs and crops. Lunch at terrace or restaurant. Afternoon Tour 
– Motorboat ride in the Manaquiri region for watching the local fauna and flora or Fishing for piranha in the 
Manaquiri region. Dinner at restaurant. Night Tour – Motorboat rides to spot alligators and listen to the night 
sounds of the Manaquiri region. 
Day 3 
Early Morning Tour – Amazon awakening. Morning tour by motorboats in the Manacapurú region, 
where birds and a beautiful landscape illuminated by the sunrise can be watched. Breakfast at terrace or 
restaurant. Morning Tour – Motorboat rides in the streams region of Manacapurú or Walk through the jungle 
in the Manacapurú region. Lunch at terrace or restaurant. Afternoon Tour – Motorboat rides, visit to the 
houseboat and opportunity to get to know the local crafts and take a short walk in the region of the Lago 
Janauari. Gala dinner at restaurant. Folkloric show at Salão Lua. 
Day 4 
Early Morning experience – Watch the meeting of the waters of the rios Negro and Solimões. Breakfast at 
terrace or restaurant. Arrival at Manaus port at 08:00 and disembarkation. 
 
 
End of services. 
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IBEROSTAR GRAND AMAZON (Hotel Ship) 
From To Room Category SGL DBL TRP Period Remarks 

2-Jan-2019 
Fri 

25-Dez-2019 
Mon 

Mandy                                 
3NIGHTS                

$ 1,319.95 $ 2,056.41 n/a 

ALL YEAR 
ALL 

INCLUSIVE 

Tambaqui                            
3NIGHTS                   

$ 1,509.43 $ 2,349.23 n/a 

Acará                                  
3NIGHTS                   

$ 1,572.94 $ 2,446.12 n/a 

Suite Royal                           
3NIGHTS                   

$ 1,825.93 $ 2,835.84 n/a 

 
 
Included 

- 3 nights’ accommodation in selected room type (Mandy) 

- All meals aboard the Iberostar Grand Amazon cruise 

- All sightseeing as per program 

Not included 
- Transfer from the airport to the boat : U$ 100.- both ways 

- Tax Port: U$ 30 IN & OUT  

- All items not mentioned as included 

 
 

Important information: 
- Cruise IBEROSTAR Grand Amazon is provided only for children over 8 years old. 

- On Mondays and Fridays, the hotel will be located in the port of Manaus for arrivals and departures. 

- For more information on purchasing a tour of Manaus, please contact the vessel reception. 

- * 10 * Introduce yourself in Salao Lua 10 minutes before departure. 

- For excursions / hikes, we recommend that you have sunscreen, insect repellent, wear long pants, a 

long-sleeved shirt, closed shoes (without heels), a hat or a cap 

- It is forbidden to bring alcohol or smoke while walking in the woods 

- Schedule may vary depending on weather conditions and natural phenomena. 

 

 
       (ADA-25/07/2019) 
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